Dynamic patterns of growth hormone gene transcription in individual living pituitary cells.
Real-time imaging of the GH gene promoter linked to luciferase in living pituitary cells has revealed surprising heterogeneity and variety of dynamic patterns of gene expression. Cells treated with either forskolin or thyroid hormone generated a consistent and characteristic temporal response from cell populations, but detailed analysis of individual cells revealed different patterns. Approximately 25-26% of cells displayed no response, 25-33% of cells exhibited a sustained progressive rise in luciferase activity, and 41-50% showed a transient phasic, or oscillatory response, after given stimuli. In cells treated consecutively with the two stimuli, the population response to the second stimulus was augmented. Single-cell analysis revealed that this was partly due to an increased number of cells responding, but also that the prevalence of response patterns changed: cells that responded to an initial stimulus were more likely to respond subsequently in a progressive sustained manner. In conclusion, these studies have indicated that GH promoter activity in individual living pituitary cells is unstable and possibly stochastic, with dynamic variations from hour to hour. The prevalence of different temporal patterns of response to hormonal stimulation among a population of cells is altered by the endocrine history of those cells.